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Introduction

 WordNet is a lexical
database
 Nouns, Verbs, Adj,

Adv, are grouped
into synsets
representing a
concept

 Synsets are
interlinked by means
of conceptual,
semantic and lexical
relations



Urdu WordNet
 Urdu WordNet (http://cle.org.pk/clestore/urduwordnet.htm) is the first

semantic dictionary of Urdu

 It’s a work in progress, and currently it has 5058 Urdu
senses/ concepts

 Each Urdu sense has

 POS definition

 Unique synset ID

 Definition/ Concept

 Synset

 Example



Example: Layout of Urdu WordNet



 Enter and verify the Urdu Word and its senses

 Look-up the meaning in dictionaries

 Generate at least 3 candidate alignment terms

 Select the term by carefully analyzing its meaning as 
well as complete POS category

 Map the Urdu sense with the selected PWN sense 
ID

Linkage of Urdu WordNet to PWN 2.1 
- Process
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Candidate Terms peace, repose, 
reconciliation

peace, harmony, 
accord

Tranquility, calm, 
serenity

Selected Eng Word peace peace tranquility

English Concept the absence of mental 
stress or anxiety

the state prevailing 
during the absence of 

war

an untroubled state; 
free from disturbance

POS in PWN noun.feeling noun.state noun.state

Eng Sense ID 07413685 13784195 13783084

Linkage of Urdu WordNet to PWN 2.1 
- Process



Alignment Challenges 
& 

Proposed Solutions



1. Morphological Issue: 
Causative difference of Urdu and English

 Urdu has morphological devices such as inflection,
that change verbs into their causative forms, with
infixes like ال (lā- ) and وا (vā- ) 

��ی
�

��ی ا���
�

��
(di-transitive verb)

��ی
�

��
(transitive verb)

الزم

(root verb)

�
�

���ا� �
�

��� �
�
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�
�

���ا�
�

� �
�
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�

� � �� ��
�
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 �
�

��� maps on sleep ({13838748} <noun.state>)

 �
�

��� (to make someone sleep) could not be found in PWN

  
�

����ا� (to make someone put someone to sleep) could not

be found in PWN

1. Morphological Issue: 
Causative difference of Urdu and English



 Two types of complex predicates couldn’t be mapped

 �
�

���  �
�

�
�

ا� (to disclose)……………………… N+V

 �از  
�

�ا�
�

� ا�
�

�� �� (to influence)…………………Adj+V

 They use light verb to give complete meanings and 
syntactically and semantically they behave like single 
constituents

2. Syntactic Issue: Complex Predicates



� �� ��
�

�

  �� �
�

�� � ���ی �� �� ��
�
� ،� ��

�
����

Noun.time

{14948030}

(the time of person's 
life when they are a 

child)

noun.state

{14235403} 

(the state of a child 
between infancy and 

adolescence)

3. Semantic Issue: i) Single Urdu concept 
for multiple PWN concepts



3. Semantic Issue: ii) Multiple Urdu 
concept for single PWN concepts

 � ���� ��

(scared)

� ����� �� �� ��ِ �� � �ر �� ڈر �� ��
�
�� ��

(animals scared and 
retreats) 

� ���� ��

(scared)

��� � آد�� �� ������
�، ا�� 

�
�� ����ن �� � �� ڈر �� ��

�
�� �� � ��

(suddenly a man gets scared 
to be skeptical)  

Scared
{01762161} <verb.emotion>  cause fear in



 Blood relations

 Urdu language carries different terms for blood relations

 nephew {10198902} <noun.person> in PWN is used as a 
son of your brother or sister 

 whereas in UWN � ��
�

��� �� means sister’s son and  � �� ��
�

��
��

 is used 

for brother’s son 

3. Semantic Issue: iii) Difference in 
Personal Relationship



 Relations with In-laws

 Urdu lexicalizes the distinction between the blood 
relations of husband and wife:
  ��is used for wife’s brotherال

   ��� �� �� elder brother of husband and  ر�� د� younger brother of 

husband

 In PWN only one sense exist: Brother-in-law {09731744}
<noun.person> a brother by marriage

3. Semantic Issue: iii) Difference in 
Personal Relationship



 Maternal and Paternal relations

 English does not have specific concepts for relationships

 � ��
�

� (younger paternal uncle), � ���
�

� (elder paternal uncle),  
maternal)����ں uncle)

 Nearest corresponding English sense in PWN:

 uncle {10575646} <noun.person> -- (the brother of your
father or mother; the husband of your aunt)

3. Semantic Issue: iii) Difference in 
Personal Relationship



3. Semantic Issue: iv) Differences in 
names of utensils, fruits, etc.

 Certain kitchen utensils depicts indigenous culture
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�

��� �� 
�ف

�
�

 PWN gives a general concept of utensil i.e. an
implement for practical use (especially in a
household)



 There are many fruit names which are culture 
specific

 �ی  ��� (unripe mango fruit) is commonly used in Urdu

 For example,  ی� ��� can be linked to English synset 

mango

Proposed Solution: Construction of hypernymy linkage

3. Semantic Issue: iv) Differences in 
names of utensils, fruits, etc.



Un-mapped Lexical and Cultural 
Senses
 Cultural specific vegetables 

 Only exist in Urdu that's why cannot be mapped

 e.g. ساگ بتھوا ،

 Semantic orientation of borrowed words

 پوسٹ (post/ any office or rank), is a borrowed word from 
English

 It gives different sense in Urdu



 Literal Concepts

 Many words in Urdu language are based on
stereotypes and culturally-inherited associations, they
remain unmapped as no parallel senses exist

Words Concept Example
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Current Status of Work

 3526 Urdu senses reviewed

 1829 aligned to PWN 2.1. 

 1,403 remained unmapped

Total count of Nouns, Adjective and Verbs from UWN

Total number of Nouns 1002

Total number of Adjectives 872

Total number of Verbs 249



Conclusions and Future Work

 1829 senses are aligned to PWN 2.0, further 
research needs to be conducted in 

 Hypernymy relationship development

 Urdu VerbNet development

 Automatic and Semi-Automated approaches for
alignment
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